ADVGENFDMHL1
GENTEX AFTER-MARKET FULL DISPLAY MIRROR

FEATURES/BENEFITS
• Dramatically improves rear vision
  - Doubles rearward field-of-view
  - No obstructions from headrests, C&D pillars, passengers, luggage, etc.
• Hybrid, bi-modal functionality
  - MIRROR MODE – operates as a standard mirror; fails safe
  - DISPLAY MODE – streaming HD video for optimal rear vision
• Hybrid functionality also allows driver to toggle between Mirror and Display Modes to accommodate various driving scenarios, weather conditions, and driver preferences
• In Mirror Mode, mirror detects headlight glare from trailing vehicles and darkens to the precise level necessary to preserve driver vision
• Integrated HomeLink car-to-home automation; three buttons can be programmed to operate garage doors, security gates, home lighting and more
• The FDM is one of the most desired new technologies according to the 2016 J.D. Power U.S. Tech Choice Study
• OEM quality – same technology currently available direct from the factory on multiple vehicles
• Engineered and manufactured by Gentex Corporation, the world’s leading supplier of smart mirrors and rear vision technologies
• Award winning product:
  - 2015 Popular Science “Best of What’s New – Automotive”
  - 2016 Automotive News PACE Award
  - 2016 General Motors Innovation Award
  - 2016 TU Automotive Awards Finalist – “Best Active Safety Product”

CAMERA
• Custom-designed, high dynamic range imager with pixel-level intelligence
• 130 dB of dynamic range
• 60 fps
• Automotive qualified
• Powerful FPGA-based video processing
• Comes with brackets for easy mounting to rear window

DISPLAY
• LCD – aSi-TFT-LCD, IPS
  - 1280x275 resolution
  - 171 ppi active area
  - 1,500 cd/m² luminance
• Driver-adjustable display: brightness, tilt, and rotate
• Automatic day/night brightness control

HomeLink® and the HomeLink® house icon are registered trademarks of Gentex Corporation.
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VEHICLE PARKING SYSTEM FOR YOUR GARAGE

The Park-Daddy Vehicle Parking System is designed to be mounted in the garage to notify the driver when the rear bumper has cleared the garage door opening and it is safe to close the garage door, leaving the maximum amount of space in the front of the vehicle, eliminating damage to your vehicle and valuable belongings stored in the garage.

- Parking System to Maximize the Space in the Front Of Your Vehicle.
- Park in your Cluttered Garage while Avoiding Damage to your Vehicle and Valuable Items.
- Easy Installation without Hard Wiring.
- No Changing Batteries for up to a Year or more.
- System can be expanded up to a 4-Stall Garage with the purchase of additional Radios.
- No Harmful Lasers.
- Can be used while Backing into the Garage.
- Also can be used as an Invisible Warning Barrier for the Front and Sides of your Vehicle.

KIT INCLUDES

- Park-Daddy Vehicle Parking System
- Installation Instructions
- Mounting Hardware

EASY INSTALLATION IN MINUTES WITHOUT ANY HARD WIRING!

SIMPLY PEEL AND STICK THE SENSORS TO EACH OPPOSING WALL JUST INSIDE THE GARAGE DOOR OPENING AND PLUG RADIO RECEIVER INTO YOUR CIGARETTE LIGHTER POWER PORT
**NP1**

**RED LIGHT & SPEED CAMERA JAMMER**

noPhoto detects the flash from Red Light & Speed Camera’s, Day or Night, in all weather conditions, and its software filtering ensures it does not detect false alerts. The noPhoto reacts instantly, adding additional light so the license plate appears white to the traffic cameras.

- Defeats all speed and red light cameras
- Not a spray, cover, or frame - patented 12v device
- Does not obscure or cover any portion of the license plate
- Four infrared/visual light optical sensors ensure all-weather performance
- Software filtering prevents false alerts
- Fits on all cars and trucks

---

**RADAR**

**THE QUIETEST RADAR CAMERA IN THE WORLD**

**RADAR DETECTION**

- Laser and Radar Detection (X/K/KA Bands)
- “Best in Class” False Alert Filtering Blocks out radar systems such as Radar Cruise Control or Blind Spot Monitoring systems
- GPS Lockouts of False Alerts One Press False Alert Lockout of store or speed sign radarsystems — the unit remembers it and never alerts in the future to that specific alert!
- Top-Tier Detection Range
- AutoCity Mode - Set it and Forget it The system automatically adjusts sensitivity in between user selectable speed thresholds
- Expert Mode - Advanced Settings for the Radar Enthusiast

---

**www.voxxelectronics.com**
BLIND SPOT VISION
This after-market Blind Spot Detection system uses a fully integrated system that turns your factory or after-market Front/Back/Left or Right side vehicle camera into an in-vehicle blind spot action camera, triggering when you signal, keeping your vision on that blind spot zone.
- Fully Integrated Camera Interfaces
- Includes 4 Video Inputs (triggered through CAN)
- 100% Plug-n-Play
- 4 Camera’s Front/Back/Left/Right (Automatic Front, Rear, Left and Right Camera) for Blind Spot Detection
- 1 Reverse Camera with Dynamic Guidelines (for cars without OE Camera)
- 1 Front Camera with Automatic Trigger (for cars without OE Camera)

ADAS

BLIND SPOT DETECTION (Radar Based)
The industry’s first after-market Blind Spot Detection system using radar based detection with approximately 30 feet of range. The system’s sensors deliver audible and visual alerts to the driver when objects and/or vehicles enter the blind spot areas surrounding the vehicle.
- Easy Installation of Sensor, Mounts behind the Bumper*
- Compact Design
- Selectable Speed Sensing Activation through CANBUS
- Audible and Visual Alerts
- Waterproof IP67 Rated
- 3 Year Warranty
* This product is not compatible with metal bumpers
Note: For more information visit: www.adventproducts.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Make</th>
<th>Vehicle Display</th>
<th>Vehicle Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ford</td>
<td>Sync 3</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler</td>
<td>8”</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>8”</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>7”</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RVM740SM**

7.4" Wide-screen WVGA TFT Display Voxx Smart Mirror with full Android™ Operating System

The Industry’s first Smart Rear-view Mirror with Dash Cam Video Recorder, Bluetooth, Rear and Side View Camera Function, with Optional iGO Navigation

- **BUILT-IN HD DRIVING VIDEO RECORDER.** 1080x720 pixels, 6 layers glass lens camera, real 1800 viewing angle
- **HDMI/MHL CONNECTION TO SMART-PHONE.** Navigation Apps on your Smart-phone (iOS and Android supported) are displayed on the 7.4" LCD of Smart Mirror.
- **TOUCH-FREE CONTROLS VIA PROXIMITY SENSOR.** Touch-less On/Off control and snapshot using the built-in proximity sensor
- **HANDS-FREE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER PHONE.** Answer and end calls through Bluetooth® connection, built-in microphone helps to minimize noise and deliver clear voice prompts from the built-in speaker or through the vehicle’s audio system
- **AUDIO LINE OUTPUT, USB AND SD CARD SUPPORT.** Connect AUX line output to an auxiliary input on the car audio system to hear sound through the vehicle’s speakers
- **ENHANCED VISUAL SAFETY.** Use (3) Video Inputs to connect one of VOXX’s back-up camera and/or the ACABSC1 & 2 Blind Spot Cameras to automatically see and view behind the vehicle when placed in reverse or use turn signal to turn ON
- **OPTIONAL GPS NAVIGATION.** Find your way safely with a glance at the embedded GPS overlay, or audible voice navigation instructions using iGo Mapping

**Power Lift-Gate**

The Power Lift-Gate offers added convenience to the way you can open your trunk. Offering you key-less solutions with buttons conveniently located at the front and rear of the vehicle, just simply press and go, let the Power Lift-Gate take care of the rest.

- Fully equipped Plug-n-Play Kit
- Remote Control that Integrates Vehicles Factory Key-less Entry System
- Adjustable Height Setting allows control over Opening Height of Lift-gate
- Smart Protection against Closing when Objects are present
- Front and Rear of Vehicle are equipped with OEM Style Buttons
- 3 Year Warranty

Note: For more information visit: www.adventproducts.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Vehicle Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTJC</td>
<td>Jeep</td>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTCX5</td>
<td>Mazda</td>
<td>CX5</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFRV4</td>
<td>Toyota</td>
<td>Rav 4</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLTHYT</td>
<td>Hyundai</td>
<td>Tucson</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTESC</td>
<td>Ford</td>
<td>Escape</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTCRV</td>
<td>Honda</td>
<td>CRV</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTHRV</td>
<td>Honda</td>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVLFTNR</td>
<td>Nissan</td>
<td>Rogue</td>
<td>2016/2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**VOXX NEW PRODUCT LINE-UP**

- **Touchscreen Navigation Icon Control**
- **Factory Match Ford Sync 3 user Interface and Icons**
- **No modifications to the Factory Radio required**
- **Additional on board Diagnostic Data**
- **Certified iGo Primo Next Generation Mapping**
- **Upgradeable Maps via USB**
- **HDMI Input**
- **Video Input for Camera**
- **3 Year Warranty**

*Note: For more information visit: www.adventproducts.com*

**ACA801**

*License Plate Mounted Back-Up Camera*

- High Performance 1089 HD CCD
- Includes License Plate Bracket and Butterfly Mount
- Selectable Parking Lines: ON/OFF
- 180° Viewing Angle
- Compact Design
- Low Light Sensitivity <0.1 Lux
- Waterproof IP68 Rated
- Video - NTSC/PAL

*Note: For more information visit: www.voxxelectronics.com*

**ACA501**

*Universal Mount Back-Up Camera*

- High Performance 1089 HD CCD
- Easy-to-mount Low Profile Metal Housing
- Can be used in Front or Rear of Vehicle
- Selectable Image: Normal/Mirror
- Selectable Parking Lines: ON/OFF
- 180° Viewing Angle
- Low Light Sensitivity <0.1 Lux
- Waterproof IP68 Rated
- Video - NTSC/PAL

*Note: For more information visit: www.voxxelectronics.com*

**USBCHG1**

*USB Charging Adapter*

- Adds USB charging to any vehicle
- Charges up to 2 devices at one time
- Allows for 1A and 2.5A charging
- Illuminated power indicator
- Includes weather cap, surface mount and flush mount hardware
- Meets current cell phone standards for fast charging

*Note: For more information visit: www.voxxelectronics.com*

**FDS3NAV2**

*Integrated Navigation (Compatible With Ford® Sync3)*

- Touchscreen Navigation Icon Control
- Factory Match Ford Sync 3 user Interface and Icons
- No modifications to the Factory Radio required
- Additional on board Diagnostic Data
- Certified iGo Primo Next Generation Mapping
- Upgradeable Maps via USB
- HDMI Input
- Video Input for Camera
- 3 Year Warranty

*Note: For more Information visit: www.adventproducts.com*
SATSTREAMER
Universal Satellite Radio Streaming Integration Kit
• Designed to add SiriusXM® satellite radio to select 2014+ Toyota vehicles featuring display radio with Bluetooth® content browsing capability.
• Satellite Radio uses a compatible SiriusXM® SXV300V1T tuner, enjoy all the great features and channels SiriusXM® satellite radio has to offer, including the extra channels.
• Bluetooth wireless connectivity connects to the Toyota display radio via Bluetooth® and provides exceptional sound quality, channel browsing, presets, and many other great features.
• Easy to install module with a 3-wire power harness. Simply connect a compatible with SXV300V1T vehicle tuner. (Satellite vehicle tuner sold separately)

Note: To view complete App Guide visit www.audiovoxoei.com

SXVCT1T
Commander Touch Vehicle Satellite Radio
• Enjoy SiriusXM® Through Your Vehicle’s in-dash audio system with controls on the color touch-screen display
• Compact touchscreen controller (4.1” W x 1.7” H x .5” D), mounts directly to your dash, and the tuner hides discreetly behind the dash for a fully integrated look with no/minimal visible wires
• Full-color display with album art, artist name, song title, channel logos and program information
• Pause, rewind and replay live satellite radio as well as any “Favorite” preset channels
• Advanced features like TuneStart, TuneMix, and Traffic & Weather Now
• Radio kit includes Touchscreen Display Controller, Hideaway SiriusXM Tuner, Vehicle Antenna, Flush Kit, Mounting Hardware, Power Harness, AUX Audio Cable, plus a FMDA25 Direct Connect adapter
• Software update-able using USB flash drive (not included) to easily add new features as they become available

* 3 Months FREE subscription to SiriusXM with purchase of this radio bundle

SXV300V1T
SiriusXM® Connect Vehicle Tuner
• Enjoy SiriusXM® Extra Channels - 20+ channels of additional music, sports, entertainment and SiriusXM Latino, a collection of dedicated Spanish-language channels*
• Connect, control and enjoy SiriusXM® through the vehicle’s in-dash audio system
• Compact size hides discreetly behind the dash for a fully integrated look
• Single interface cable connection to SiriusXM-Ready® car stereo simplifies installation
• Supports advanced features such as Replay, iTunes® song tagging and even song/artist/Game Alerts*, SXV300V1T also features TuneMix™, TuneScan™, TuneStart™, Sports Flash™, Traffic & Weather Now
• Works on the XM network
• Includes SXV300V1T Tuner and Magnetic Mount Antenna

* Dependent on car stereo capabilities.
VOXX NEW PRODUCT LINE-UP

MOBILE VIDEO

ADVEXL12A
12.1” Digital Hi-Def Overhead Monitor System with DVD and HD Inputs

- Factory Match Warranty (vehicle electronics warranty)
- 12.1” Hi-Res Digital LED Back-lit Panel (1280 x 800 Res)
- Enhanced Graphical User Interface
- DVD Player with Auto-On
- User Accessible USB Reader w. 2.1amp charging support
- User Accessible HDMI/MHL input
- Optional Hidden USB and HDMI/MHL input capability via 24pin connector located on the top of the unit (Optional HDH12 Required – 12’ HDMI/USB Extension cable with finished cut in Connector End)
- Optional SMARTstream Wireless Content Delivery via 24pin connector located on the top of the unit (Optional WM1 Required – SMARTstream Module that can be updated through Wi-Fi connectivity to update as new OS’s are released from Apple and Android)
- Optional Game Pack Ready (Optional MVGP1 Required – (54) 32bit Games with (2) Wireless Game Controllers)
- A/V Inputs and Outputs
- 100 Channel FM Transmitter
- FM Out to Hardwire the internal FM Transmitter to make a Hardwired FM Modulator solution for those who live in densely populated FM station broadcast areas (Optional FMDIRB Required – FM Relay Box with Motorola Input and Output connection)
- Dual Channel IR Headphone Support
- (2) Single Channel Headphones Included
- (1) IR Remote Control Included
- M1/M2 Capable for connecting (2) Overheads in (1) Vehicle allowing independent IR Remote Control and independent IR headphone Audio
- Universal Snap on Bezels and Trim Rings (Black, Gray, Tan)
- Mounting Bracket and Hardware Included

Note: For more information visit: www.adventproducts.com

MTG13UHD
13.3” Digital Hi-Def Overhead Monitor System with DVD and HD Inputs

- 1 Year Warranty
- 13.3” Hi-Res Digital LED Back-lit Panel (1420 x 1080 Res)
- DVD Player
- User Accessible USB Reader w. 2.1 amp charging support
- User Accessible HDMI/MHL input
- Optional Hidden USB and HDMI/MHL input capability via (24) pin connector located on the top of the unit (Optional HDH12 Required – 12’ HDMI/USB Extension cable with finished cut in Connector End)
- Optional wireless content transfer capability from a smart-phone or tablet via SMARTstream module (optional WM1 required)
- A/V Inputs and Output
- 100 Channel FM Transmitter
- FM Out to Hardwire the internal FM Transmitter to make a Hardwired FM Modulator solution for those who live in densely populated FM station broadcast areas (Optional FMDIRB Required – FM Relay Box with Motorola Input and Output connection)
- Dual Channel IR Headphone Support
- (1) IR Remote Control Included
- M1/M2 Capable for connecting (2) Overheads in (1) Vehicle allowing independent IR Remote Control and independent IR headphone Audio
- Universal Snap on Bezels and Trim Rings (Black, Pewter, Shale)
- Mounting Bracket and Hardware Included

MTG10UHD
10.1” Digital Hi-Def Overhead Monitor System with DVD and HD Inputs

- 1 Year Warranty
- 10.1” Hi-Res Digital LED Back-lit Panel (1024 x 600 Res)
- DVD Player
- User Accessible USB Reader w. 2.1 amp charging support
- User Accessible HDMI/MHL input
- Optional Hidden USB and HDMI/MHL input capability via (24) pin connector located on the top of the unit (Optional HDH12 Required – 12’ HDMI/USB Extension cable with finished cut in Connector End)
- Optional wireless content transfer capability from a smart-phone or tablet via SMARTstream module (optional WM1 required)
- A/V Inputs and Output
- 100 Channel FM Transmitter
- FM Out to Hardwire the internal FM Transmitter to make a Hardwired FM Modulator solution for those who live in densely populated FM station broadcast areas (Optional FMDIRB Required – FM Relay Box with Motorola Input and Output connection)
- Dual Channel IR Headphone Support
- (1) IR Remote Control Included
- M1/M2 Capable for connecting (2) Overheads in (1) Vehicle allowing independent IR Remote Control and independent IR headphone Audio
- Universal Snap on Bezels and Trim Rings (Black, Pewter, Shale)
- Mounting Bracket and Hardware Included
MOBILE VIDEO

IPP2
HD Control Box for Voxx Headrest Systems
• Headrest Control Box with proprietary connector for adding wired or wireless connectivity of smart devices
• Included 6’ extension harness with finished connector end supporting HDMI/MHL connectivity and USB charging support. Provides a hidden connection port for smart devices (Smart-phones, Tablets, Smart TV Sticks)
• Allows for connection of optional accessory part HDH12 if a longer hidden remote location access point of HDMI/MHL/USB is required
• Allows for connection of optional SMARTstream Module WM1 For wireless content streaming to Audiovox and Advent 7” and 8” headrest systems
• The IPP2 is available now as a separate add on accessory and will also be sold as part of headrest configurations launching Early 2017
• Backward compatible with Advent and Audiovox 7” and 8” Systems

AVX10USB
Universal Seat-back System
• 10.1” Digital LED Back-lit Panel
• 1024 x 600 Resolution
• HD input for Smart Device Connectivity
• Integrated DVD Player
• Capacitive Touch Buttons
• USB Input (for Media Playback)
• Micro SD Card (for Media Playback)
• AV1 Input / AV2 Input / AV Output / Earphone Output
• IR Transmitter (Dual Channel)
• Wireless FM Modulator
• Universal Mounting Bracket
• 12V Power Adapter (can also be Hardwired)
• Removable Design

HP1
Wireless Headphones
• Single channel IR Headphones
• Faux Leather Ear-piece
• Batteries Included (2 - AAA)

WM1
Wireless Content Streaming Module
• Wireless content transfer capability to our SMARTstream enabled Overhead and Headrest Systems
• Upgradeable* as new Operating Systems are released from Apple® and Android™ * (over the air updates via Wi-fi)
• Simple Plug & Play Add-on

* Not all apps or operating systems will allow wireless content streaming due to copyright protection or OS restrictions

HDH12
12’ HDMI/MHL/USB Extension Harness
• Allows for a Hidden Connection for HDMI/MHL Devices
• Offers Charging Support via USB
• Finished Connector end to replace an existing 12v socket or can be cut-in to add a remote connection location

KIT INCLUDES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

* Compatible with Headrest Monitor Configurations that include the HR7012M1, HR8D and HR8AD Series Monitors. Representation of the connected Wired or Wireless Source in the Source Menu may vary depending on the Monitor revision and some features of the WM1 may be limited on older Monitor versions
ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTIONS
REMOTE START & SECURITY

STEP 1 PROGRAM
PROGRAM THE PRESTIGE PROCORE FOR SECURITY, REMOTE START OR REMOTE START WITH SECURITY

STEP 2 CONTROL
SELECT YOUR COMPATIBLE PRESTIGE TRANSMITTER KIT AND TELMATICS CONTROL WITH CARLINK BT

STEP 3 INTEGRATE
SELECT YOUR TRANSPONDER / DOOR LOCK DATA INTERFACE MODULE

APSFC PRESTIGE PROCORE COMPONENT SYSTEM
- System / Feature Programmable
- Transmitter Upgradeable – 5 solutions
- Security Upgradeable – Mini Siren & Shock Sensor (PESC)
- Programmed Transmitter Notification
- Single or Two User-Programmable with Separate Control Outputs
- Single or Double Press to Start
- Selectable Run Times
- 24 Hour Time Start Mode
- Cold Temperature Start Mode
- Two or four hour automatic start mode
- Parking meter count down timer mode on LCD transmitter
- Additional count down timer mode
- Remote panic in all modes

- Improved custom code override, user selectable and programmable
- Protected valet
- Seven function LED - arm / disarm / zone 1 / zone 2 / zone 3 / valet / arming
- Intrusion alert with memory
- Additional engine immobilizer output, (optional relay required)
- Last door arming
- Car horn output for additional alarm response
- On-board relay for flashing parking lights
- Audible arm, disarm, defect and tamper chirp indications
- Headlight control output
- Illuminated entry control output

- Selectable active or passive arming
- Programmable auto lock on / off
- Programmable auto unlock / off / driver’s door / all doors
- Selectable door lock pulse timing 1 second / 3.5 seconds / 1 secL / ddl. u/l
- Programmable active or passive door locks
- Remote trunk release
- Remote key-less entry
- Multiple vehicle capable
- Hybrid vehicle compatible for remote start
- Telematics port – Carlink Ready
- FLCART port – slide-in Flashlogic Interface Cartridge
- DBI port – plug-in Flashlogic Interface Module
- Limited lifetime warranty
**FLCART**
**CAN Door Lock & Transponder Interface with KLON Technology – Plug-in Cartridge**
The FLCART is a CAN BUS interface control module that has all of our Flashlogic Applications built into one slide-in cartridge. This solution allows for a cleaner installation, and is only compatible on the Prestige PROCORE (APSFC) system. For a complete list of specific vehicle applications, go to www.flashlogic.com.

**FLCAN**
**CAN Door Lock & Transponder Interface with KLON Technology**
The FLCAN is a CAN BUS interface control module that has all of our Flashlogic Applications built into one programmable module. The FLCAN also enables remote start from the factory key fob (3XLOCK) for many vehicles. Compatible with long range remote controls and smart phone solutions sold separately. For a complete list of specific vehicle applications, go to www.flashlogic.com.

**Integrate it!**
Flashlogic Transponder and door Lock Interface Modules and Exclusive DBI port are the gateway to the vehicle’s electronic system—the Ultimate in integration.

Our Smart-phone App or long range transmitter kits can be paired with the FLCAN or Data Start Modules when long range operation is needed.

**www.voxxelectronics.com**
connect to convenience

CAR::LINK

Remote Control

CONTROL
connect bluetooth® and remotely access your vehicle or connect further with CAR::LINK™ and remotely access your vehicle anywhere with cellular coverage.

CONNECT
connect further with CAR::LINK™ and set up your user account for safety alerts and assistance with a 24/7 call center to protect you on the road.

LOCATE
connect further with CAR::LINK™ and track your vehicle, ability to assist with stolen vehicle recovery by sharing your vehicles current location.

*Additional hardware and installation required (Carlink BT: ASCLBT / ASCLBT/L or Carlink: ASCL5 Cellular Device)

how it works

Carlink Module
is professionally installed in your vehicle (ASCLBT/ASCL5)

Carlink Communicates
with the app and operates your remote start

Download the App
to control vehicle through your iWatch or Smart phone

For more information www.carlinkusa.com
**connect bluetooth®**

**BLUETOOTH SERVICE (ASCLBT) $7.99 (one time fee)**

**REMOTE ACCESS/START**
- Unlock/Lock and Start Vehicle by using your Smart-phone App
- Features only work within Bluetooth Range (Requires Bluetooth Turned On)

**connect further (ASCL5)**

**BASIC CELLULAR SERVICE - $59.99 (annual fee)**

**REMOTE ACCESS/START**
- Unlock/Lock and Start Vehicle by using your Smart-phone App
- Unlimited Operating Range (based upon cellular coverage)

**PREMIUM CELLULAR SERVICE - $119.99 (annual fee)**

SAME FEATURES AS BASIC PLUS FEATURES BELOW

**E-CALL SERVICE**
- Provides 24/7 access to make a one-touch call to a dedicated Emergency Response call center in the event of an emergency.

**ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE**
- Provides users with a dedicated Emergency Call Center running 24/7 to assist you if you break-down, run out of gas, get a flat tire... just about anything.

**STOLEN VEHICLE ASSISTANCE**
- Helps locate your vehicle and share its location with the authorities to assist in recovery.

**LONG RANGE SERVICE (ASCLBTLR)**

**REMOTE ACCESS/START**
- Unlock/Lock and Start Vehicle by using your Smart-phone App
- Long Range Control - over 1 mile of operating range

**DRIVER SAFETY**
- **TEXT BLOCKING**
  - App blocks ability to send/receive texts while vehicle is in motion
- **GEO-FENCE**
  - Ability to set (up to 5) Geo-fences sending alerts when a vehicle enters or exits pre-determined zones
- **SPEED ALERTS**
  - Sends notifications if vehicle should exceed a predetermined speed threshold

**LOCATION SERVICES**
- **ON-DEMAND VEHICLE Locator**
  - Notifies you of real-time vehicle location when enabled
- **TRIP MAPS**
  - Views path of vehicle travel via App when enabled

**TELEMATICS**

For more information www.prosvr.com

---

**THEFT ALERT**
Notification of any unauthorized vehicle movement

**AUTHORITY RESPONSE ALERT**
Recovery procedure can be initiated with the Recovery Call Center and local law enforcement

**RECOVERY CALL CENTER**
Up-to-the-minute location and movement until the vehicle is recovered

---

700,000 Vehicles Stolen Every Year

Locate Your Vehicle in all 50 States

---

source:information www.prosvr.com
IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE
It is unlawful in most jurisdictions for a person to drive a motor vehicle which is equipped with a television viewer or screen that is located in the motor vehicle at any point forward of the back of the driver's seat, or that is visible, directly or indirectly, to the driver while operating the vehicle. This product should only be installed to the rear of the back of the driver's seat where it will not be visible, directly or indirectly, to the operator of the motor vehicle.
In addition, the state of Rhode island forbids the installation of such a device in a motor vehicle.

Photos and specifications subject to change without notice. Illustration of product finish may vary from actual color. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owner. All trade names are registered trademarks of respective manufacturers listed. All rights reserved.

This product is distributed by Voxx International Corporation and or its subsidiaries, not in any way affiliated with or made or sponsored by its affiliates and or the owners for the Cadillac®, Chevrolet®, GMC®, Chrysler®, Ford® and GM® brands. The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademark of their respective owner.